DICYFOR SECURITY SUMMIT
SINGAPORE #Dicyfor

2 & 3 November 2022
PARKROYAL on Beach Road Hotel

VIP Lunch
250+ Attendees
1-to-1 Meetings
Networking Evening
C-Level Panel Discussions
Board Members, MD’s, CISO, CIO, CTO, CRO, Heads of Infosec/Infrastructure/Cyber,
Government, Directors, VP’s, Senior Management, Architects, Engineers, Infosec Leads

NETWORKING EVENT#Dicyfor
By Invitation Only

Join infosec professionals from across
Singapore for an evening of free flow
drinks, live entertainment and
business matchmaking!

#Dicyfor
Day One: Wednesday, 2 November 2022
09:00

Welcome and Opening Remarks

09:05

Day 1 Opening Panel Discussion:
Opening Panel discussion: Cybersecurity awareness and emerging threats
• Social Engineering • Third-Party Exposure • Cloud Vulnerabilities • Ransomware •
Mobile Device Vulnerabilities • Emerging threats •
Moderator: Rashish Pandey, VP of Marketing and Communications @ Fortinet
Panellists:
• Kevin O’Leary, Managing Director & APAC Regional CISO @ JP Morgan
• Yogesh Madaan, CISO @ Bukalapak
• Leonard Ong, Senior Director Regional Information Security Officer @ GE
Healthcare

10:00

Securing Digital Innovation. Why Trust Matters.
Organizations of all sizes are adopting Zero Trust as a corporate security strategy to
enable digital acceleration, support remote and hybrid work, and reduce risk. According
to Gartner, 60% of organizations will embrace Zero Trust as a starting point for security
by 2025. More than half will fail to realize the benefits. While transitioning from
implicit trust to an explicit Zero Trust model is a top strategic concern, most
organizations – over 80% according to a January 2022 Zero Trust survey from Fortinet –
have found it difficult to execute.
In this session, Fortinet SEAHK Field CISO, Daniel Kwong will share on why businesses
must adopt a “work-from-anywhere” approach to their security by deploying solutions
capable of following, enabling, and protecting users no matter where they are located
and the do’s and don’ts in keeping up with today’s evolving network security needs.
Daniel Kwong, Field CISO South East Asia and Hong Kong @ Fortinet

10:30

A Framework for Security Program Transformation
This session will outline a framework to help transform and scale an information
security program and share key learnings that can be applied to other programs.
Justin Ong, CISO @ Panasonic

11:00

Networking Morning Break & Meet with the Sponsors

#Dicyfor
Day One: Wednesday, 2 November 2022
11:15

Exposure Management in Enterprise Security: One Step Ahead of Ransomware
Attacks
Exposure management is the new approach to separate practices of vulnerability
management, penetration testing, breach and attack simulation, external attack
surface management, and more. As security teams invest budget, time, and resources
into defense tools and practices, how do we assure that they all work correctly in sync,
at all times? Join this session to learn how current security leaders address risk and
exposure management in the modern age. Penterian Sion Retzkin will share insight
from his vast knowledge in the cyber world on how you can address today’s latest
threats.
Sion Retzkin, Director of Technical Channel Enablement EMEA & APAC @ Pentera

11:45

Mastering the 'Must-Dos' to Operationalize Data Protection
Building trust with customers doesn’t have to be difficult, but it has to be a deliberate
and sustained focus. To address today’s key security challenges, meet compliance
regulations, and accelerate digital transformation initiatives, enterprises need to learn
how to operationalize enterprise data privacy programs and build an enterprise data
protection framework.
Join this session where we’ll discuss today’s challenges in operationalizing data
protection and how to overcome them:
• Protecting corporate and consumer data
• Meeting compliance mandates like GDPR, PSD2, KYC, etc.
• Securing virtualized and cloud infrastructure
• Enabling a secure, productive workforce
Peng Khiong Tan, Technical Sales Consultant Digital Security,
Asia Pacific & Japan @ Entrust

12:15

Cybersecurity and Risk Culture
This session will explore how to create greater awareness at the Board and Senior
Management levels on cybersecurity, how to address increasing regulatory concerns on
cyber and IT-related risks, the impact to business and operations, how to build the
appropriate risk culture for staff to mitigate cybersecurity incidents and getting IT and
risk management functions to work more synergistically going forward.
Scott Lee, Head of Cyber Security @ SATS Singapore

#Dicyfor
Day One: Wednesday, 2 November 2022
12:45

A CISO’s Guide to a Good Night’s Sleep
Synopsis to follow. In the face of skyrocketing cyber risk, the role of a modern day CISO
is an evolving one. While CISOs were traditionally known solely as security risk
managers, CISOs now have added responsibility for overall business strategy. In this
session, Fiona Goh, Principal Analyst Consultant and Analyst Team Lead, APAC, at
Darktrace, peeks into the mind of a modern day CISO - some of the challenges faced,
and how they can be addressed with self-learning AI technology in order to get a good
night’s sleep.
Fiona Goh, Principal Analyst Consultant and Analyst Team Lead, APAC @ Darktrace

13:15

Networking Buffet Lunch
and VIP Sit Down Lunch (By Invitation Only, Sponsored by Fortinet)

14:15

Limit Your Cyber Risk Exposure with NetWitness XDR
During this session, we will share with you how NetWitness XDR has evolved over the
last decades, empowering organisations of all sizes detect, investigate, and respond to
both opportunistic and sophisticated adversaries. The name of the game is full visibility
and high-fidelity detection content across various data sources such as Logs, Network,
Endpoint, Threat Intelligence and IoT amongst others. We will also share few case
studies on how customers benefited from the rich visibility and engaged our Incident
Response team to contain targeted adversaries' campaigns.
Karim Abillama, Sales Engineering Director, International Business @ NetWitness

14:40

Stop Chasing Insider Threats, Start Managing Insider Risk
This session will cover best practices for maturing an organization's insider threat
program into an insider risk management program, addressing challenges including
program scoping, stakeholder engagement, and measures of effectiveness.
Joey Chua, Head of IT @ OSM Maritime Ship Management Pte Ltd

#Dicyfor
Day One: Wednesday, 2 November 2022
15:05

The Cyber Threat and Extortion is Real. Detect, Investigate, Respond and Remediate
with forensic evidence.
The security architecture of a strong external perimeter being the best(and often only)
defense against compromise is becoming less and less adequate as the sophistication
of attackers improves, the vectors of attack shift or expand, and the threat surface
grows. As such, continuous attack surface monitoring and visibility for north south
traffic and east west traffic is getting paramount for real time detection of network
activity to halt attackers in their tracks. Enterprise wide visibility of all activities will
provide contact tracing and investigation throughout the dwell time of an cybersecurity
incident with full context to restore normal operation in shortest downtime. This
integrated cyber intelligence platform with stateless mitigation will compliment and
benefit existing SIEM and security infrastructure
Tan Ho, Senior Consultant @ NetScout Southeast Asia

15:30

Networking Afternoon Break & Meet with the Sponsors

15:45

Case Study: Monetizing IT Operations via Transformation
Strengthening Business Resilience in the New World Norm.
Ken Soh, CEO @ Athena Dynamics

16:10

Orchestrating a Resilient Endpoint Security Strategy For Enterprises
This session will explore trends shaping the endpoint management and security
landscape in Asia-pacific and outline a framework to create an enhanced cybersecurity
posture while fostering a robust end-user experience. Learn first-hand about upscaling
your enterprise IT with the help of a unified endpoint management solution.
Raja M, Senior Product Marketing Manager @ Manage Engine

#Dicyfor
Day Two: Thursday, 3 November 2022
09:15

Welcome and Opening Remarks

09:20

Day 2 Opening Panel Discussion: Ransomware
Moderator: Kawin Boonyapredee, Information Security Leader @ Singapore CIO
Network (SCION)
Panellists:
• John Lee, Managing Director (Asia Pacific) @ Global Resilience Federation
• Mac Esmilla, CISO @ World Vision International
• Shih Hsien Lim, CISO/CSO @ Certis Group

10:15

Tailoring Intelligence for an Executive Audience
Clients often inquire “How can I best convey threat intelligence research to executives?”
The goal as an analyst is to be understood in a way that allows executives to be
informed when making decisions that can come with significant risk. We’ve created a
framework that simplifies this problem. During this session you’ll learn how to uncover
second-order implications through examples, clearly define risk , and convey threat
intelligence insights in a way that resonates with executives.
• Levi Gundert, SVP of Intelligence and Strategy @ Recorded Future
• Dylan Davis, Manager of Strategic Intelligence @ Recorded Future

10:45

Cybercrime and Cybersecurity in the Digital Assets Space
Synopsis to follow. As digital asset platforms welcome a growing wave of adoption
from institutional investors, the dangers of cyber threats still remain prevalent and we
need to stay ever-vigilant.
With the dynamic nature of the digital assets space, cybersecurity measures need to be
constantly reviewed and reinforced to identify, intervene, and mitigate the risks of
advanced cyber attacks. The digital assets space is still relatively nascent and this calls
for a greater need for cyber resilience. This session will cover the trends in cybercrime in
the digital assets space, how this can affect institutional and retail participants, and the
different cybersecurity measures that are applicable.
Pasi Koistinen, CISO @ Coinhako

11:15

Networking Morning Break & Meet with the Sponsors

#Dicyfor
Day Two: Thursday, 3 November 2022
11:30

How to hack an airplane?
The results of a cyberattack on a plane can be catastrophic. The ability to breach an
aircraft system, however, has already been demonstrated. Modern passenger jets
typically have about 2,000 computers operating during flight. They control the airconditioning system, monitor the engines, check the toilets, and help fly the plane. Only
a few of these computers are primary computers at the heart of the airplane’s control
system. The risk is particularly elevated in aviation due to the complexity of aircraft
systems. Hear from Serge, discuss the evolving threats.
Serge Christiaans, CISO & Data Privacy Officer @ Eurocontrail Secure

12:00

The Education Needed For Cyber Security And How To Incorporate Ongoing Learning
Synopsis to follow.
Alagappan Karuppiah, Head of International Client Services APAC
@ Discover Financial Services

12:30

Using Threat Objectives to Strategize and Measure your Security Program
I’ll be advocating for the use of threat objectives as a superior approach to risk
management; the threat objective approach places an emphasis on the WHY behind
malicious action rather than who/what/how/where. As a result it allows for each
organization to customize cybersecurity controls most relevant to their environment.

13:00

Buffet Lunch

14:00

Do You Really Know What Your Attack Surface Looks Like?
For many, reducing their attack surface is a critical goal. But we continue to see
vulnerabilities and vectors exploited. What can your organization do to get a better
handle on its attack surface? We’ll focus on sharing challenges but also best practices
and tips to managing one’s attack surface.

14:30

Announcements and Prize Draw
End of Dicyfor Security Summit

